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ABSTRACT: The AK Block is a large block snow test sized to the tester’s weight and their ski or
snowboard contact length, dug out on three sides, and loaded much like a Rutschblock. It has the
advantages of quick and simple setup, large sample area, tester-weight compensation, numerical score,
and direct sensory feedback.
Statistical analysis indicates that the presence or absence of a back cut makes no significant difference,
the AK Block and Rutschblock are comparable predictors of avalanche activity, and both are particularly
useful as part of larger decision-making frameworks such as the Stability Wheel. The sizing table appears
to work well, but verification and fine-tuning still require more fieldwork and analysis.
This is an update of Glude and Mullen (2006), not new work. Injuries and workload prevented completion
of block sizing studies this year. The authors are soliciting field data contributors for this final stage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Avalanche workers use tests to help evaluate
snow stability. Though the spatial variability of the
snowpack limits the usefulness of extrapolation
from these tests, they are valuable tools for both
professionals and recreationists, particularly when
used in a targeted search for instability, as noted
by Landry (2002) and McClung (2002).

average out small-scale spatial variability as noted
in Schweizer (2004) and Johnson and Birkeland
(1998). There is also evidence from psychological
studies as summarized in Gonzales (2003) and
Goleman (1995) that such gut-level feedback as
feeling the block give way underfoot influences
human decision-making more effectively than
abstract feedback like that of the small block tests
does. Johnson and Birkeland (1998) note that the
Rutschblock “provides a ‘feel’ for the instability.”

Testers commonly dig or cut out a fully or partially
isolated block. Small block tests are generally 30
by 30 cm, isolated on all sides, and loaded by
hand or by dropping a small weight, usually
applying force through a shovel. Current large
block tests are loaded by a person jumping on the
block.

The Rutschblock is the standard against which
other tests are measured, but is seldom used in
the field, especially by recreationists. The 2 m by
1.5 m block takes more time and effort to dig than
a small block and it does not compensate for
tester weight. Cutting the back with a cord requires
two people and usually yields a bow-shaped cut
that is not deep enough in the middle. Good saws
cut the back cleanly, but few easily portable saws
can cut deeply enough in firm snow.

Speed and ease make small block tests the most
commonly-used type, but their small size makes
them sensitive to error and the results are easily
skewed by small scale spatial variability, as noted
in Johnson and Birkeland (1998).

Over twenty years ago, we began experimenting
to develop a faster, easier large block test. We
tried blocks laid out like Rutschblocks with no back
cut, but felt they gave inconsistent results. When
we reduced the block width so the tester’s skis or
snowboard spanned the entire back of the block,
effectively cutting it in much the same way that a
skier or boarder cuts a slab loose underfoot, we
felt our results became consistent.

The large block tests take more time and effort to
set up, but their greater sample area helps
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We continued using the test we dubbed the AK
Block, but were not able to systematically test and
refine it until the last six winters.
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So we sized the block for optimal field utility. Our
principal testers are in the weight range of 80-90
kg, so we began with a block size that we knew
worked for 85 kg and worked out from there,
adjusting sizes until the blocks for the lightest
testers were large enough for them to stand on
and the blocks for the heaviest testers were still
not too big to dig.
That gave us a block area of 2.34 m2 for 85 kg.
Heavier and lighter testers’ block areas are
determined by simply calculating the percentage
difference of the tester’s weight W in kg from our
85 kg standard, multiplying the 85 kg standard
area of 2.34 m2 by that percentage and adding it
to the standard 2.34 m2 area, using equation 1 to
get the tester’s block area A:

Figure 1. Coauthor Bill Glude positions himself on
an AK Block at Hiyodori Nishi, Tsugaike, Hakuba,
Nagano Prefecture, Japan 2007 while Kevin Krein
observes. Charles Rials photo. Overhanging ski
tips illustrate the sizing of the block width to their
1.70 m contact length. The 1.4 m block height
onslope is sized to produce a 2.34 m2 block area
for the 85 kg tester weight. The soft top layer has
already released on the downward push of step 2.

A = 2.34 + (2.34 x ((W - 85) / 85))

(1)

The sizing table, Table 1, calculates block height
by dividing the block area A for rounded weight
increments by each tester’s rounded ski or
snowboard contact length.

2. AK BLOCK SIZING
The AK Block sizing table is based on a simplified
model. We assume that within the weight and size
range of the tests, the test results vary directly in
proportion to tester weight and block area.

Lengths in the table are in meters. The margin of
error of the test allows rounding to the nearest
0.10 m (10 cm), but we round to the nearest 0.05
m (5 cm) for width because the edges of the skis
or board must fully span the block.

This is the same assumption made when
avalanche workers load small blocks with hand
taps on a shovel, use 10 kg weight drops, or use
arm pulls on a shovel, while using the much larger
force of a person jumping to load large blocks.

Tester weight for block sizing is without clothing or
gear. Weight with field clothing and gear would be
more accurate, but few people know their field
weight, and our goal is a practical test that people
will actually use.

If we assume velocity is roughly constant for all
testers in a small jump, the loading on a block is
directly proportional to tester weight under F=mv2,
or force equals mass times the square of the
velocity. Tester mass is left as the key variable.

3. USING THE AK BLOCK
The test is still in development. The uncut back is
well justified by the analysis in Glude and Mullen
(2006). The sizing table is based on a simple
model that appears to be working in practice, but
comparison of results from different testers
requires caution until further testing is complete.
We see no evidence that using snowboards
instead of skis to load the blocks adversely affects
test values, but advise cautious interpretation of
snowboard results until someone has done
systematic comparison tests.

If we assume that bonds of roughly equal strength
are distributed evenly over the shear plane, the
force required to release a block for a given weight
tester is proportional to the surface area of the
block. Spatial variability is of course always
present, but our simple model assumes that it
averages out across the block. Block area is thus
the same for all testers in the same weight class.
We first tried calibrating the AK Block to the same
80 kg field tester weight with clothing and gear,
about 65 kg without - the standard for the
Rutschblock as noted in Schweizer (2002) - but it
made most testers’ AK Blocks too large to dig.
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7. The AK Block is loaded similarly to the
traditional U.S. Rutschblock loading steps as
detailed in Fredston and Fesler (1999) and
Tremper (2001), with a few minor refinements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.5
7.

Fractures during setup.
On approach or first gentle load.
On knee flex.
On first gentle jump.
On second hard jump.
On three vertical jumps.
Three hard “shear kick” jumps.
No fracture.

The first refinement we introduced is a
one-legged downslope push to apply
shear force to the top layer of snow before
stepping the other foot onto the block
when doing loading step 2 on skis. This
offsets the tendency of skis to penetrate
straight through soft weak layers near the
surface without fracturing. Snowboarders
effectively push the top layer downslope at
step 2 as they sideslip onto the block.

Figure 2. Paired Rutschblock and AK Block
showing layout, John Bressette and Mike Janes,
Juneau, Alaska 2005, Bill Glude photo.
1. Check your weight without clothing or gear.
Multiply U.S. pounds by 0.45 for kilograms.
2. Most clothing and gear weighs about the
same, but if you know that yours is super light
or extremely heavy, you can compensate by
the appropriate difference from average.

Our second refinement is that the step 4
first jump is a gentle jump and the step 5
second jump a hard one to provide a more
consistent increase in applied force.

3. Measure your contact length. Ensure that your
edge will contact the snow across the block.

Our third refinement is that on step 6 we
first try several hard vertical jumps, then at
step 6.5 we jump with a “shear kick”
downslope to transmit shear force to any
weak layer. At this point, we know the
snowpack is strong, but we still want to
know if there are any layers present that
might shear more easily elsewhere.

4. On the table, find the row that most closely
matches your contact length. That is your
block width, across the slope. Find the closest
column for your weight. Where your contact
length and weight intersect is your block
height, up and down the fall line. In practice
you can put layout marks on your gear and cut
the block with only a shovel. If you have a saw
that will reach the weak layer, you can save
some digging by trenching below the block
and sawing on the sides, but you still must
trench the sides enough so your boards do not
hang up on snow beyond the block.

Note that we do not limit ourselves to
three jumps, move downslope, or take our
skis or snowboards off on step 6, as
specified in the Canadian Avalanche
Association (2001) and the US
Rutschblock guidelines in American
Avalanche Association (2004). Nor do we
take a flying leap from above the block as
in the Swiss Rutschblock procedure
described in Föhn (1989) and Schweizer
(2002). We began with the steps as we
have outlined them here, and have
maintained consistency for all test blocks
throughout this study.

5. To mark your skis or snowboard for layout,
make contact point tick marks on the outer
edge of the topskin at the 5 cm increment you
are using for block sizing. Then mark at the
block height distance back from the tip.
6. Set the board horizontally on edge across the
slope and mark the block width from the
contact point tick marks. Then mark block
height by scratching the tip in the snow
straight upslope from both bottom corners,
lining up the height tick mark with the bottom
edge of the block.

AK Block steps should be performed as
we have defined them. Moving downslope
for step 6 is not practical. Light weight
testers would end up too close to the edge
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of the block. And we see no reason to limit
step 6 to only three jumps if the objective
is to discover potential weak layers. We
believe the additional jumps with a shear
kick provide useful information that would
otherwise be lost.

Wyoming, and the Northern Alps in Nagano
Prefecture, Japan.
The Chugach and northern Coast Range have a
high latitude maritime climate that grades inland to
continental. These mountains get virtually all kinds
of snow every season, from very dry to wet snow
or rain, from thin windslab over depth hoar to >5m
thick snowpack, with a winter temperature range
typically -20° to +7°C.
We dug a total of 357 large blocks over more than
120 field days. Slope angles ranged from 28° to
48°, with median and average both 39°. Tester
weight was 50 to 110 kg.
Detailed profiles were taken on 99% of the days.
Weak layer depth ranged from 0.05 m to 0.98 m,
with median 0.35 m and average 0.40 m. Weak
layers were 42% faceted grains, 20% frozen meltfreeze grains, 17% unidentifiable interfaces, 9%
thawed melt-freeze grains, 6% surface hoar, 3%
graupel, 3% rounded grains, and 1% ground.
For control, no testing was done if spatial
variability was high. Sites were chosen for uniform
slope, snowpack, and loading. Blocks shared
common edges to minimize effects of spatial
variability. Tests alternated sides to eliminate
aspect effects. Blocks were discarded if
compromised.

Figures 3 and 4. Rutschblock layout above and AK
Block below from tester’s view, showing
positioning on the block, Juneau, Alaska 2005, Bill
Glude photos.

Blocks were laid out using graduated avalanche
probes and were sawn before being dug out.
Blocks were dug to at least 0.10 m (10 cm)
beyond the weak layer being tested.
Field methods were consistent with the American
Avalanche Association (AAA) observation
guidelines, as outlined in American Avalanche
Association (2004) except for loading steps as
noted in Section 2, Using the AK Block.

4. FIELD METHODS
Fieldwork was conducted primarily in the Chugach
and Coast Ranges of Alaska in the winters of
2002-03 through 2007-08, with some sites in the
Kenai Mountains of Alaska, the Teton Range in
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5. AK BLOCK DEVELOPMENT 2002-2003,
VARYING TESTER WEIGHT

Tester weight was a far more important factor than
the back cut, even in the hard windslab conditions
we were encountering. To make the block work for
all users, we needed a way to compensate for
tester weight. We decided to try varying block size.
6. AK BLOCK DEVELOPMENT 2003-2004,
VARYING BLOCK SIZE

Figure 6. At each site, we cut and dug rows of AK
blocks, varying their size and using one tester per
site, with Rutschblocks for control. Juneau, Alaska
2004, Bill Glude photo.
An early spring thaw and refreeze made the
snowpack too strong for ideal testing. The usable
sample size was small because many blocks were
off-scale at seven (no fracture).

Figure 5. Fifty kg tester Coleen Harrier jumps on a
block while 93 kg tester Johnny Bressette waits
his turn, Valdez, Alaska 2003.

Of nine sites, four showed a decrease in test value
with decreasing block size, four remained at very
strong 6 (multiple hard jumps) or 7 (no fracture),
and one remained at a very weak 2 (fracture on
approach or stepping onto the block). Since it is to
be expected that blocks of very strong block snow
will not fracture regardless of size and that very
weak ones are so sensitive that they will fracture
easily at any size, these results were encouraging.
We developed the first sizing table.

These tests of varying tester weight are our only
snowboard data. We increased tester weight to
fracture on the same 1.5 m high (onslope) block,
using a range of 50 to 93 kg testers.
Though in theory the block should strengthen with
the settlement caused by so many jumps and the
time it takes to switch testers, the heavier testers
had weaker results at nine of our 17 sites. The
others remained off scale at 7, no fracture.

7. METHODS, AK BLOCK, RUTSCHBLOCK,
AND STABILITY WHEEL AS PREDICTORS
OF AVALANCHE ACTIVITY
We compared the AK Block, Rutschblock, and
Stability Wheel as predictors of avalanche activity,
using logistic regression analysis (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000). The data came from
observations of natural, human-triggered, and
explosive-triggered avalanches from our fieldwork,
Eaglecrest ski area records, and State of Alaska
DOT&PF highway explosive work.

Increasing tester weight caused a one-step
difference at five sites. At one site it caused a twostep difference, and at another it caused a three
step difference.
At 55% of our sites, small block tests fractured
within their normal test value range when our initial
Rutschblock value was 7, no fracture, suggesting
that the small blocks were weaker even when their
smaller load was taken into account.
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We chose the Stability Wheel, incorporating the
factors of stress/strength balance, energy, and
structure from McCammon and Sharaf (2005) to
evaluate the effectiveness of block tests as input
to a more complex decision-making framework.
We added inputs from Glude (2006): block tests,
observations, and loading for input on stressstrength balance; shear quality and shooting
cracks for energy; and slab tests and lemons for
structure. Though most users subjectively weight
the factors in the field, we summed them simply as
+ (stable), 0 (neutral), or - (unstable).

The model using the Stability Wheel test
performed significantly better than the model using
AK block alone (AIC difference = 20). Using ROC
curves, the fit for the Stability Wheel model had
excellent discrimination, (c = 0.828). The fit for the
AK Block model had acceptable discrimination, (c
= 0.775). These results indicate that the Stability
Wheel framework is more useful than the AK Block
alone.
When the probability of a non-event was 0.5 or
greater, the model constructed with Stability Wheel
tests was correct 86% of the time, with 11
predicted non-event days having events. The AK
block model was correct 76% of the time, with 15
predicted non-event days having events. While not
as critical, the Stability Wheel model predicted 6
days as events that were in fact non-events, while
the AK Block model predicted 14.

Logistic regression is used for binary response
data. While it can be used to return probabilities of
an event given one or more explanatory variables,
the broader concern is how well these tests predict
avalanche activity in a variety of conditions,
therefore overall model fit is the principal focus.
To determine the best fitting model, the Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC) value (Akaike 1974) was
calculated for each and the lower value was
considered the better fit. In addition, receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used
to compare two models; one using Stability Wheel
values and one using AK Block values. The area
under the curve is represented by the c statistic, (0
< c < 1) with larger values indicating better fits.

9. METHODS, CUTBACK VERSUS NONCUTBACK AK BLOCKS
To evaluate the effect of the cutback, we
compared identically sized adjacent AK Blocks,
one with a cutback and one without, using the
same tester.
A bootstrap t-test was performed to determine if
statistically significant differences existed between
cutback and non-cutback AK Blocks (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993). We assume a null hypothesis of
no difference.

8. RESULTS, AK BLOCK, RUTSCHBLOCK,
AND STABILITY WHEEL AS PREDICTORS
OF AVALANCHE ACTIVITY
Release values for AK Blocks, Rutschblock, and
the Stability Wheel were used as independent
variables and avalanche activity was used as the
binary response variable. For this comparison,
data was limited to cycles for which all three tests
were performed (n = 72). There was no significant
difference in AIC values between Rutschblock and
AK Block (< 2), both performed equally well.

The data were arranged in rows, with each row
constituting a group of comparable tests
performed on the same day and on the same
horizontal line of the test slope. The average mean
difference by row between cutback and noncutback blocks in the actual data set is the test
statistic.

AK Block testers ranged from 50 to 110 kg while
Rutschblock testers were held to 80 to 90 kg. This
suggests that the AK Block sizing model is working
well enough to prevent tester-weight differences
from skewing the results.

Bootstrap samples were drawn from each row with
replacement, and a difference was calculated.
Thus, each bootstrap iteration produced 64
differences, one for each row of real data, and one
average difference for the entire data set, referred
to as the bootstrap test statistic.

The difference in AIC values between the model
using the Stability Wheel test and the other two
was greater than eight (difference > 8). This
supports the theory that the Stability Wheel test
better predicts avalanche activity than the
Rutschblock or AK Block tests alone.

Using Program R statistical software, 1000
iterations were run. Using these iterations, a
distribution of test statistics are formed under the
null hypothesis - that is, if the data were distributed
randomly, then the distribution of the test statistics
would be as the 1000 iterations performed.

A larger dataset (n = 131) of AK blocks and
Stability Wheel tests was available. Logistic
models were run, again with one variable each.

If the real test statistic falls in the bottom 5 percent
or the top 5 percent, then we reject the null
hypothesis at an alpha of ten percent (α = .1)
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We did not detect a significant difference for any
range of values with the AK Blocks.
The back cut’s insignificance is underscored by
the low 10% rate of fracture there. Most of our test
blocks fractured under the tester, not at the cut.
11. METHODS, AK BLOCK SIZING
We compared adjacent AK Blocks sized for testers
of different weights to see if the sizing table is
working properly in the field, using matched pair
bootstrap t-tests for analysis.
Four matched pair bootstrap t-tests were
performed on five series of block scores. The
approach was very similar to the previous
bootstrap, except that in all cases, each ‘row’ of
data consisted only of one matched pair. Testing
was limited to situations where sample size was
sufficient (≥ 15) The four comparisons made and
the sample for each are; 50-60 compared to 80-90
(15), 80-90 compared to 110-120 (15), 50-60
compared to 110-120 (15), and 60-70 compared to
80-90 (46). For testing the null hypothesis of no
difference an alpha of ten percent (α =.1) was
chosen.

Figure 7. Cutback and non-cutback test block set.
Near to far: Rutschblock, Cutback AK Block, and
AK Block. Juneau, Alaska 2005, Bill Glude photo.

12. RESULTS, AK BLOCK SIZING
In all four comparisons, the null hypothesis of no
difference could not be rejected (α =.1). While the
data set is limited, and the resulting inferences
made with caution, this supports the theory that
using different size blocks for testers of different
weights lead to similar release values.

Using an alpha of 0.1 instead of 0.05 leads to a
higher probability of rejecting the null hypothesis.
Due to the highly discrete nature of the data, and
the high number of ties in the data set, standard
non-parametric t-tests were considered
inappropriate.
10. RESULTS, CUTBACK VERSUS NONCUTBACK AK BLOCKS
The average difference between cutback and noncutback AK Blocks was 0.014, cutback blocks
returning slightly lower values. When this
difference was compared to the bootstrapped
differences, it fell within the middle 90% of the
distribution. Thus, the null hypothesis of no
difference was not rejected. This supports the
theory that there is no difference in release values
between cutback and non-cutback AK Blocks.
Our results are similar to those reported for the
ski-block, a Rutschblock size block with an uncut
back, in Jamieson and Johnston (1992). They
found the ski-block scores had a marginally
significant difference of one-half step higher when
median Rutschblock scores were 2 or 3, and no
significant difference when Rutschblock scores
were 4 or higher.

Figure 8. Jennifer Bellman, Gerry Landry, and
Andy Dietrick dig a row of AK Blocks sized for
light, standard 80-90 kg, and heavy weight testers,
with one Rutschblock for reference, Juneau,
Alaska 2006, Bill Glude photo.
13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
13.1. Analysis:
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• The AK Block and Rutschblock are roughly
equal predictors of avalanche activity.
• Block tests like the AK Block or Rutschblock
work better, functioning as moderately
strong predictors of avalanche activity, when
they are used as components of a larger
framework like the Stability Wheel, where
factors of strength/stress balance, energy,
and structure are combined.
• The presence or absence of a back cut does
not make a statistically significant difference
in a block sized to match its width to the
contact length of the tester’s skis.
• Tester weight and block size are the key
block test variables.
• The AK Block sizing table, based on a
simple linear proportion between tester
weight and block size, appears to function
well, but further testing is still necessary to
refine and verify the model.
13.2. AK Block Advantages
• It is a simple test suitable for both lay and
professional use.
• It can be done more quickly and easily than
most large block tests.
• It allows comparison of results for testers of
different weights.
• There is no need to saw the back and no
problems with partially cut backs.
• It requires minimal equipment: a layout tool,
a shovel, and skis or board to load the block.
Layout tools can be gear like skis,
snowboards, probes, or cords with
measurement marks.
• Like other large block tests, it samples a
large enough area to minimize the effects of
both small-scale spatial variability and error.
• Like other large block tests, it gives direct
gut-level feedback that more effectively
influences decision-making than abstract
feedback like that of the small block tests
does.
• Large block tests are the best available
simulation of human triggering.
13.3. AK Block Disadvantages
• It requires a measuring tool or marked gear
for layout.
• Testers must at least partially trench the
sides even if they use a saw, so tips and
tails do not catch on the adjacent snow.
• The cutback may eventually prove to be
important in snow types we did not test in.
• The sizing table is not yet fully tested.
• Like other large block tests, it takes more
time and effort to dig than small blocks.
• Like other large block tests, it does not work
well with near-surface weaknesses in soft

snow that the tester sinks through. In these
conditions, small block tests are preferred.
• Like other large block tests, slope angles of
30° and under are marginal and angles of
38° to 45° are ideal, yet the slope must have
minimal risk.
• Like other large block tests, the weak layer
is destroyed when the block slides. Do a
small block test and catch the block before it
moves if you want to inspect the weak layer.
14. FURTHER STUDIES
• We need more field tests to finalize the
block sizing for ISSWs 2009 and 2010.
• Data from very light and heavy testers and
from other regions is particularly useful.
• For single testers, we are doing three-block
sets, one at standard size, one each at plus
and minus 10 kg size, or both smaller or
larger if standard size value is not mid-scale.
• If teams have the ideal makeup of light,
medium, and heavy testers, we are doing
sets of one block each.
• This is a quick sizing test set, we do not
need a full profile at this stage.
• We need only tester weight, scores, slope
angle, ski waist width and type, slab type,
weak layer type, and slab thickness.
• Check our ISSW 2008 poster or contact us
by e-mail for a data contributors’ CD with
data-entry forms and full details.
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AK Block height in m, choose from closest weight column. Weight is without gear or clothing.
Move decimal 2 places right for cm.
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Table 1. Current working 2008 AK Block sizing table. This range of this table has been reduced from that in Glude
and Mullen (2006) to span only the usual tester weight and ski or snowboard length ranges within which which we
have been able to test. Further testing is expected to refine this table. Check the Southeast Alaska Avalanche Center
website http://www.avalanche.org/~seaac/ for contributors’ information and links to updates.

AK Block Width in meters, same as contact length.
Move decimal 2 places right for cm.

